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Report a war crime

Date: 01 December 2022
Time: 04:06 
This form has been sent to the Metropolitan Police via the Single Online Home reporting service.

WCR-371-22-0100-C

Your details

Your details

First name
Juline

Surname
Kerr

Date of birth
05/06/1978

Email address
supachic@att.net

Telephone number
8088664566

Address
United States post officw 331, Sibley St Unit 813 Una 29378 United States

Your role

Your role

How were you involved?
Victim

Incident details

Incident details

Do you know the exact date of the incident
Yes
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Date of incident
23/08/2021

Where did this happen?

Please provide as much detail as possible about the location of the incident
County of Spartanburg abducted from an international hotel chain with to United States service
dogs that were stolen through the hospital system Spartanburg regional in mary black hospital
system I have been kidnapped, abducted drugged knocked unconscious a dozen times in 10 years
inflicted broken neck Radisson Baltimore, 2012 over conversation with my father in a gravity motor
situation Shannon Kerr behind the whole thing planted bombs in cars see ATF Jersey Village Texas
report number 20220057 dated February 12 of 2022 As well as get with Linn Allen Boyd with
department of defense Also, Spartanburg county and city law-enforcement are very well aware of
the situation with three police reports here in Spartanburg for 2022 human flesh trafficking,
kidnapping abduction, theft of stole is service dogs, identity theft, dealing with 70 identity thieves
since 2014 People refusing to do their job pushing buttons reported to FBI I see three unit for
terroristic behavior, November 11, 2022 FBI contact AGENT, Chris Roberts, head, Spartanburg, FBI
unit case number and cell phone 864-415-4930
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sJjBuU1sqGffcbyujpdtRgeIGUdU7ai4H70WtW8dRIg/edit
Rip off reports in place all comments have been approved thus far clearly not lying about anything.
I have all documentation in my phone and hardcopies of everything necessary to go to whatever
court necessary to take everybody down. I’ve plastered it all online not every drop of it, but a large
chunk of it. The federal court systems and Harris county district clerks office has been reported to
the FBI for corruption. As of last year they’ve been corrupt for way too long and everybody needs to
go down immediately. Baltimore, Maryland 2012 afflicted broken neck, Houston Texas, Hana,
Hawaii, Honolulu Hawaii, Springfield, Missouri, Battlefield, Missouri, Forsyth, Missouri, Carthage,
Missouri, Spartanburg South Carolina 4215 Piney Creek Ln., Spring, TX 77388 Illegal theft of my
house as well as 14718 Lindall Court Cypress, TX 77429. Shannon Kerr sold the house. I never got
paid a penny off of it and I’m the one responsible for the entire renovation of it all he just paid for it.
14643 Clay Croft Court, Cypress, TX 77429 second house stalking kidnapping, abduction, inflicted
broken neck 11238 Timber Tech Ave., Pipeline Pigging Products Inc. corporative Tomball, TX 77375
1061 East Battlefield St. apartment B 15, Springfield, MO 65807 1993 Reidville Rd., Suburban
Extended Stay international hotel chain choice hotels.com room 404 7136 Asheville Highway, USA
Economy Lodge gassing people in hotel rooms room 402 and 414 502 South Center St., trying to
set up the house to be able to break into it easily Spartanburg, SC 29301

Tell us what happened

Please tell us everything you can remember about the incident
Radisson Baltimore 2012 left in a wheelchair after being taken by ambulance to Johns Hopkins
hospital after Shannon Kerr paid for the hotel room for my father and I had to go out there after me
discovering that I had extra ribs in my neck and he abducted me and my father, and then turned
around and sold my 2007 Ford or white infinity to cover the whole damn thing up and then plotted
to kill me from there after we’ve planted car bombs through Carmax in a used car king pin that went
down according to the FBI somewhere in New York Incessant, talking, obsessive, harassment
people, ignoring me as though I was walking dead body. I did everything I possibly could in order to
survive and I survived. It is screwed up as it is it’s the freaking truth. This ties back to the gang rape
when I was 19 years old in Houston, Texas, where I was kidnapped from my apartment in my
Maxima taking somewhere in Texas to be tortured, raped and killed but luckily the neighbors are
great and my grandfather was a life back then and I woke up naked with my clothes in a pile on the
floor with the keys in my hand, and there’s two people were gone dead somewhere in Texas

Have you told anybody else about this incident?
Yes
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Please tell us as much as you can about the individual(s) or organisation(s) you've shared information
with. It helps us to know their names so we can contact them.
Local, law-enforcement, and the FBI, and all of social media, and various people throughout the
course of my life that just stand there in a haze i remember some don’t Spartanburg county and city
law-enforcement I have like 12 of them all in one group text and then everything that I’ve said on
social media channels. I’ve made different reports see surgeon Reeves at the intake desk or any of
law-enforcement in Spartanburg county sheriffs department they know this case like the back of
their hand. I’ve also created a Google public spreadsheet for the whole world to peer in on that
workbook and do what they can to hold these people accountable still, I’ve been paid nothing and
the Cochran firm finally talk to me and I’m supposed to be getting callbacks from respective offices,
but that’s gonna take some time with multiple investigators in multiple states. I get it, but this needs
to get resolved. I’m still recovering from the last of duction from last year and then shots fired April
8 in Duncan South Carolina that hit the mustangs windshield. I don’t care who did it but that’s why
anti-stalking and anti-harassment is in place.

Did you suffer any physical injuries?
Yes

Please tell us about your injuries
Millions of dollars in bodily injury damages, I need seven different surgeries plus all of my teeth,
replaced for different crime, victims compensation commissions, involved all the body cameras of
all officers need to be checked immediately, especially the arbitrary attack of myself and being left
for dead on Maui June 11 of 2018 that took place a gym for me some Maui well Shannon Kerr and I
was we’re still married and it wasn’t final until September 27 of 2018. I handed him his ass in court
and this is all over paying me $5000 a month for the rest of my life when he gets 20,000+ per month
for the rest of his life with his job and he’d rather pay off everybody in sight instead of pay me and
then commit fraud on the court mistrial and all this other crap just to create a shit storm so you can
cover up the fact that he paid himself $10 million on a fraudulent insurance claim this whole
situation is nothing but a gigantic insurance fraud case in all directions healthcare car insurance
you name it the covering it all up and bill pay where they’re paying themselves I got claim numbers
in all directions and I still haven’t been paid a freaking dime and dealing with five stolen
international clearance Service animals to Katz three dogs two states South Carolina and Missouri,
Missouri Billions of dollars in damages if not trillions of dollars in damages are deficit is like $33
trillion. That’s all the damage is over the years of our government trying to keep me and others
alive that know everything about what’s going on everybody needs to be committed for insanity at a
billion $. I had was 75 billion in question according to the Central intelligence agency that equates
to 7.5×10 to the 19th power with trillion mark at 12 zeros and clearly Elon musk is in on all of it. He
should’ve found a way to get me my Tesla and he didn’t so clearly he’s in on it and clearly all that
money is mine and clearly he goes to Federal prison.

Suspect's details

Suspect's details

Please tell us as much as you can about the people involved
Shannon, Wayne Kerr eight 28,59 and eight 2865 holds two different Social Security cards to differ
birth certificates, Graham packaging, York, Pennsylvania in Houston, Texas, Elliot, lodging, arbor,
suites, miracle, Mile federal court system, Harris county court system, Houston, Texas Expedia
worldwide take down Carmax Chrysler corporation Jim Falk Nissan Maui oh hospital systems see
my ripoff reports posted under supachic@att.net also contact AGENT CHRIS ROBERTS | Head Of
FBI for a complete list of assailants Agent Chris Roberts Robert Roos - - 832-851-4084 Curtis
McGaskey - - 713-851-6415 Biltmore Corporate - (828) 225-6740 (9a-5p) 12/27/2021 - Left a message
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for the gentleman at the front desk of Biltmore Corporate with all the contact details necessary to
solidify a long-term stay due to multiple surgeries after getting attacked on Maui by police officers
paid off by Shannon Kerr‘s Oprah Graham Packaging SHANNON KERR CONSPIRACY TO
MURDER I myself have everything to lose, AGAIN, for the 10th time and nothing to gain for telling
one lie and I’ve never lied in my life except for once and that was to Patrick Bolch a long long time
ago and I sweared on my life I would never do it again and we were together for five years - [ ] WHO
- [ ] H-TOWN - FBI HOUSTON - [ ] Joan Lynn Stratton-Martin - [ ] Keith Clark - [ ] Robert Plante - [ ]
Linda Bi - [ ] Carolyn - sleeping with Keith Clark - [ ] Shannon Kerr - [ ] Charlotte Rainwater - [ ]
Fredrick D. Williams II - [ ] Caiati Mediator - [ ] Polly Hughes Abdulwahab | Amjaed her husband
works at Carmax behind all of the car bombs - [ ] Heather Janelle Howard - [ ] MAUI - HEAD OF FBI
PELLETIER - [ ] Maui PD - attacked by six officers after they found me sitting on a park bench for
the first time in three weeks ridden with blood clots begging for my life and they refused to help me
then fraudulently did a whole bunch of paperwork to cover it all up - [ ] Theresa Kapaku - [ ] Peter
Sinenci - [ ] Dawn Hart - [ ] Christine Mederios (sp?) - [ ] Joshua Bartholomew - [ ] Alan B. / Allen B. -
[ ] BATTLEFIELD & SPRINGFIELD, MO - FBI SPRINGFIELD - [ ] Kathleen Stayer - [ ] Sergeant Brent
Armstrong - [ ] Battlefield PD - [ ] Dr. Levesque | COX North - [ ] Dr. Braumiller | Burrell - [ ] Jolynn
Schmidt | Mgr @ Chardonnay & Greystone - [ ] Greene Cty PD - [ ] Springfield PD - [ ] Shannon &
Beverly Smalley - [ ] AAA Missouri - [ ] BluCurrent Credit Union - [ ] SPARTANBURG, SC - Head of
FBI (864)415-4930 - [ ] Dr. Owen - [ ] Dr. Atkinson - [ ] Devon C. - [ ] WHAT - trafficking heroin,
Bitcoin, spiritual espionage - [ ] 8 STOLEN PROPERTIES - (1) Split Pine (77040 - ask Bolch, Hagan,
Grammer‘s); (2) Piney Creek (Spring, TX - certified deed of trust through countrywide home loans.
Ask Larry C Jones with nationwide - I was listed as primary to secure the loan because she was too
old to take out a 30 year mortgage - Kathleen Stayer, Joan Lynn Stratton-Martin & SWK Conspired
after the murder of Christina Svabic); (3) Lindall Ct (Cypress, TX - SWK hired somebody to break in
the house and kill me prompting the move to Claycroft Ct.); (4) Claycroft Ct. (Cypress, TX - once
recollecting that Shannon Kerr broke my neck after kidnapping me from Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore and leaving me outside in a wheelchair with a blanket in my lap with inflicted numb legs,
then in 2013 (4) bouts of inflicted double pneumonia masked as Covid test run plus inflicting factor
five Leiden blood clot condition forced the sale of that house and moved into an apartment At
Waterwall place. Talk to Lynn & Randy Shaw Who helped us find (5) WaterWall Place Apartments a
giant commission on it. (6) 144 Hana Hwy | HC 1 BOX 144 (96713) - Nahikulani - SWK Paid off the
Gillespie‘s to throw me to the curb and the reason why I know this is they didn’t have any money
until I left and then when I visited on my way out their house was filled with a whole bunch of new
stuff with them with me over $2000 plus a bunch of stolen items that they refused to give back! on
top of that they stole my food stamp card!!! Talk to JOHN KEONE SMITH @ 166 Hana Hwy | HC 1
BOX 166, CEE EBERT (forced to sell 470 Waiohonu Rd. - (7) Vibrant Farm due to trafficking heroin
on behalf of Oprah), Mr. & Mrs. Chris Baz - Ulupalakua Orchard (KNOWS ALL); (8) Greystone Apts.
- 1061 E. Battlefield Rd., #B15, Springfield, MO 65807 - SWK And Kathleen conspired with Oakridge
properties and law-enforcement as well as an attorney with Shannon and Beverly Smalley to steal
my renters insurance claim and auto insurance claim after moving me into a kill den with an atom
bomb sitting under the building. The entire state of Missouri operates on stolen VINS and stolen
properties. Talk to Mr. Sir Mark Bell - Chaplain Mason Of Masonic Lodge Of Springfield and Linn
Allen Boyd with Department of Defense! - [ ] 8 CAR BOMBS - Infiniti southwest freeway (since 2007
Infiniti G35S) - inflicted x GPC H-Town committing federal criminal contempt all attorneys paid off
and Mr. Cleveland Guidry as well as every single person I worked with knows for a fact that Linda
Bi lied on stand - she stated under oath that I told her and Marc Perez “I’m your boss and you’re
gonna Report to me!” - which never happened because we all reported to the plant manager Mr.
Robert Roos. I have never in my life treated anybody like that nor would I ever and there’s no job
description that I signed where I was doing reviews or anything along those lines nor did I ever do
any reviews on anybody the late Mrs. Norma Bennett what’s the one who did that not me! Mr.
Guidry was framed as well as Mr. Roos, our boss, was also framed where they lied and said that
they were thieves and embezzling money. I know that it is BULLSHIT because the late Mrs. Bennett
was the only signer on the corporate checking account which then passed back to corporate upon
her retirement. - [ ] 2007 Infiniti G35S - [ ] 2012 Infiniti G37S - Carmax - [ ] Maui Jeep Rubicon - Jim
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Falk Nissan Maui - PRIVADA Global Inc. - [ ] 2012 Nissan PRO 4X - Carmax - [ ] 2015 Infiniti Q50
Hybrid - [ ] 2015 Infiniti Q60 - Battlefield, MO - [ ] Planted no VIN newer infinity - [ ] HERTZ | Toyota
Corolla | SPARTANBURG ISB | major lamb - [ ] Tiffany solitaire diamond - [ ] United States passport
stamped from Japan - [ ] WHEN - [ ] 1996 - Present - [ ] WHY - [ ] To cover up a beastiality ring and
heroin trafficking ring as well as bitcoin running under Pipeline Pigging Products Inc. in Tomball
Texas since 1978! As well as covering up hundreds of counts of premeditated attempted murder
since the inflicted neck break in 2012. In addition, IRS tax evasion since 1978 with a stolen patent
from Girard industries. Last, toxic lean manufacturing pipe pigs for decades to be used on the
municipalities to poison the water supplies throughout the world with all of their distributors when I
told Shannon Kerr while I was going to school doing my honors chemistry project that those pigs
were toxic and he needed to change the formula. All the random cancers of the world are inflicted
because of those pipe pigs! - [ ] WHERE - [ ] Houston Texas, Cypress Texas, Spring Texas, Hana
Hawaii, Tokyo Japan, Battlefield Missouri, Springfield Missouri - [ ] HOW - [ ] Bitcoin - [ ] Spiritual
espionage - [ ] Fraudulent paperwork - never seen and when requested they refuse to release it all
of it - [ ] hcdistrictclerk.com - [ ] Houston Texas federal court system - [ ] CHARACTER WITNESSES
(Each person has 5 w’s & how on own case & mine. While serving former President George W.
Bush Senior as a super medium since 1989 according to the Carlos Leland Kirby Junior, family
secrets are family secrets and when I’m unable to disclose something there’s a reason for it and it’s
always a protective measure. Facts are facts - negating the truth makes you the idiot not me) - [ ]
HEAVY & Barbara Grammer | E: | P: - [ ] AJ & Aliece Grammer | E: ? | P: ? | FB: Aliece Die
Grammer (known AJ since age 13-14) - [ ] Ashley Black | E: therapyyoda@yahoo.com | P: ? | built
this business from the ground up and now she’s rated the fastest growing company in the world
and made it onto TEDx because of me using the original fascia blaster on my legs on Maui to make
it back to Houston Texas to duke it out with Shannon Kerr and all of this bitcoin garbage on the
planet - [ ] Mr. Robert Handly | President | CAMSCO, Inc. | E: rhandly@camsco.com | P: - [ ] 30 yr. |
Lt. Darlene Starke Thomas | Harris County K-9 unit | E: ? | P: ? | History: I know that it is Lieutenant
Thomas that got the FBI involved her and her husband cannot even take a family picture together
because of how salty the situation is in Houston Texas | Plus my two dogs situation for law
enforcement out here and if they come back great if they don’t it doesn’t matter those dogs are
going to save those officers just like their dogs save them. in the last six months we have lost 11
officers found on Twitter. Could be more? Most recent is an ATF special agent out of Mesquite
Texas. - [ ] Sergeant Sang | ISB Maui | E: ? | P: - [ ] Mr. FMR PRESIDENT George W. Bush, Jr. | Get
w/ SS | Known since 1989 b/c of Grandfather Carlos Leland Kirby Jr., FMR FBI AGENT IN CHRG
Hoover 72 | been serving as a super medium on behalf of the bushes since the age of 11 | all
presidents following GWB Senior inherit mean along the way. All law-enforcement inherits me
along the way as well. - [ ] Mr. FMR PRESIDENT Trump | Get w/ SS - [ ] Mr. John Keone Smith | 166
Hana Hwy / HC 1 Box 166, Kipahulu, HI 96713 | E: keonesmithhana@gmail.com | P: | Known 15
years - [ ] Jenna Kirby | E: | P: ? - [ ] Joshua Lee Lanman | E: | P: ? - [ ] Linn Allen Boyd | DOD | E:
linnab@gmail.com | P: ? - [ ] Mr./Mrs. Cleveland Guidry | FMR Shipping Supervisor | GRAHAM H-
Town - [ ] TX | Rich | Papa’s Ice House - Lake Conroe | E: | P: - [ ] SC | LeShon | GM | Suburban Ext.
Stay - SPA | E: | P: - [ ] SC | Mr. Trey Pierce | President | PAR Grading, Inc. | SPA | E:
info@pargrading.com - [ ] TX | Mrs. Lori Toups-Fenton | Soul Sister | SLID, LLC | E:
lori@loritoups.com | P: (281) 808-1281 | worked for four months for free upon my return in 2015
from my fourth trip to Maui to heal from the inflicted death sentence of pills at gunpoint by Kerr
inadvertently where he told me if you don’t take your pills our marriage is over. When Kerr and I
met I had NEVER taken pills in my life And he knew it!! - [ ] TX | Mr. / Mrs. Mike & Mollie Levar | E: ?
| P: ? | Mrs. works for Brian Fagan top family law attorney in Houston, TX - [ ] MO | Ms. Renee
Russell & Liana | breeder of Kabuki | purchased Akita puppy 12 weeks of age $1000 | Carthage, MO
| E: ? | P: ? - [ ] MO | Mr. Ed Westerman | Vietnam Vet possible PURPLE HEART? | E: ? | P: ? - [ ] MO
| Mr. Sir Mark Bell | Chaplain Mason of Springfield, MO | Most recent B/F | E: ? | P: ? - [ ] MAUI | 2015
| Mr. \ Mrs. Chris Baz | E: ? | P: ? - [ ] MAUI (KULA) | 2015 | Glen | E: ? | P: ? | lives next to Joe’s shop
- [ ] MAUI (KULA) | 2015 | Joe | E: ? | P: ? | Owns a gas station/jeep repurposing shop at the top of
Copp road down the street from Mr. and Mrs. Baz’s property. Go through Glen to get in contact with
Joe, I forgot the name of the shop
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Photograph and video evidence

Do you have any photos or video you would like to upload?
Yes

file 1

Upload your evidence:
no file

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
Susie Tyson charts fired Greenville, South Carolina, 2021

Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

file 2

Upload your evidence:
1 2AF135D8-12BC-4CFE-93EF-DCD2B7E49AA1.png

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
United States, Department of Ed, refusing to do their job

Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

file 3

Upload your evidence:
no file

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
not given

Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

file 4

Upload your evidence:
no file

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
not given
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Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

file 5

Upload your evidence:
2 D9A76E57-CD02-4959-A77F-E5465DD1AE94.png

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
Proof of electronic, tampering, FBI status code terrorism

Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

file 6

Upload your evidence:
3 9D09F0AC-F187-40C4-A119-85BB89F12386.png

Please provide us with a description of what can be seen in your photo or video
List of a police report in the Google public spreadsheet

Has it been digitally altered or enhanced in any way?
No

Further information

Further information

Is there anything else you'd like to tell us?
To the best of my knowledge no




